
 

A little background story on the VM. I know that this is very old but I wanted to share my experience with you all. On November 6th of last year, I was home sick and feeling like crap after getting over a cold. It's really late at night and I get bored of playing crappy games on Steam so, for something different, I decided to visit YouTube to watch some vloggers play some video games (yes, like real-life
people). That night, while scouring YouTube for the aforementioned content (a time consuming hobby), my browser suddenly crashed. Naturally, since it's impossible to "watch" when your computer is not working properly. I looked up a solution on Google, and I saw that updating your graphics driver is a good way to fix this, so I did just that. I went to the AMD website and installed their new driver
which was AMDEK1.zip at the time. I restarted my computer and returned to YouTube to continue my quest for vloggers when suddenly, an ad from Syndicate appeared! I can be a very impatient person when it comes to things like this because if there is one thing I hate doing more than manually installing drivers for my graphics card, it's waiting forever for an ad to play. I clicked on the middle-
mouse button to skip the ad and then everything just froze, so I relaunched the game, only to find that it would not load. The game would start for about half a second before restarting again. I searched youtube for any videos about this problem and I found nothing so I started googling solutions, which was when I found it. It was an .exe file called "wm8850 w70 v12 hynix". I instantly knew what it was
but my curiosity got the better of me and I downloaded it to see what happened. The game loaded fine for around 30 minutes before freezing again (I never tried again after that). Needless to say, I reported it to AMD, who in turn suggested reinstalling Chrome (I had already done this but they said it could be a virus) and that I should try that. I restarted my computer again and attempted to install
Chrome through the normal means, but then my computer froze again. I tried searching for information about the problem but the only thing I found was if you had an AMD GPU, then do not run this executable because of a "hardware related" bug with the system. After giving it a shot on another computer of mine and failing, things really did get bleak. Either something was wrong with my hardware
or it was a virus. I decided to try and format my PC and after all the pain of doing so, Windows 7 booted up just fine. I had no problems with it at all. But as soon as I ran Chrome, I got the same problem again, and that's when I knew that it wasn't a virus. Chrome also crashed sometimes without me even trying to run this executable. I reinstalled windows seven again but the problem persisted. I started
to get really worried and went back to Google and googled for more information on this issue. That's when I found something very interesting on this dropbox page which you can see here - https://www.
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